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in the area of the cave digger, you have the option of climbing down a ladder to one of jack's gated rooms and entering through the door, which will allow you to access a sewer area. no one understands the area really, as there are some books and objects lying about, but really not much else. the first thing you'll find in here is a blueprint of the jackpot, which reveals the inside of the spendopticon as well as explaining more information about it. also inside one of the rooms is a treasure chest with keys, which you could consider using on loot from previous stages. that's all the area really is at the moment. several years ago, jack constructed a robot, calling it the jackbot. this robot was in
fact a large security robot that went through the automated security robots at the casino to stop them from finding certain loot items. it is the jackbot that found the relic, that was stolen by the handsome jack casino in the pre-sequel, and which sought to reveal the secrets that handson jack had become involved in. the jackbot turned on jack, only to find itself being unable to function on its own and being instead controlled by jack himself. jack then began to fall apart, and he used his last fragment of his life to turn on the vault hunters, only to be stopped by moxxi as she set out to take the jackbot for herself. in the area of the jackpot, several crates full of loot can be found, which are a

mix of items and more. there are two crates that lock, which can be opened with a blast of dynamite, which also stuns you for 5 seconds. some of the loot can be found in this area as well, including the old game vault which is a hack of the handsome jack casino, a security robot head, the jackbot gadget from handsome jack: the pre-sequel, which is a hack of handsome jack casino's jackbot, and which lets you know if you have a cutscene showing in the background to stop you from activating the playable corpse. a few secrets can also be found on floor panels nearby, which can be penetrated with the jackbot and a hand can be placed on it, which you can use to turn the panels into chests
and reveal secrets.
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i do find the game very much unfinished and buggy, i can have it crash on me nearly every time i enter a new level, with the save being lost. it is not always consistent on the same area of terrain, and it's very haphazard in gameplay. i'm not sure if the load times are to blame. the controls are simple, and the timed events are
tedious, i'm not sure why this game was not fully released? it could be a marketing mistake or a rushed completion, but the game is simply missing a couple of things to set it apart from the pack. a quick list of features that could fix what's off about the game would be: -more geysers should be added. i dug through certain levels for
them, and there were loads. the one i found in the first level was full of gems. -you should be able to blast out of boulders and to ignite them. this would make mining easier and provide more fun in the early levels. -if you get stuck or need a save, you should be able to spawn back into the previous room in the same way that you can
spawn back on the elevator. this way you are able to backtrack easily to try again if you fail. -as it stands, if you fail, you're stuck with the current room no matter what, even if you try another floor. this can be far too frustrating if you go back from the underground tunnel to the elevator, only to realize you've missed the door to your
old room. -each time you make it out of the previous room you get a small amount of money, but no points (no idea where they went). i would prefer to be awarded my bonuses when i'm back on the roof since i've earned them. -the game, for some reason, thinks that my second controller is an xbox wireless controller, but it isnt. i

have the ps3 wired controller. -the level names (for each new level) are not shown until i go back into the previous level. at times i have found that the level is already assigned to me even though it's not, so i skip to the next one since i'm already planning what i'm going to do anyway. -i have had the game crash or get stuck when i
am switching rooms, if this happens too much, i'll have to quit out of the game. -there's a bug where the game gives me 1000 gold when i'm only supposed to have 990. -i can't craft anything if i'm locked at the gate or i die. 5ec8ef588b
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